ABSTRACT
Android’s APIs, bluetooth support and smartphone integration provide capabilities for user interaction with In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI) and vehicle control services. However, Android is not developed to interface with automotive subsystems accessed via CAN bus networks. This work proposes a new automotive system based on our Quest-V partitioning hypervisor, which allows Android to communicate and interact with timing and safety-critical services managed by the Quest real-time OS (RTOS). Quest is used to filter and receive messages from Android applications and to interface with a car’s internal CAN bus in a timing predictable manner. Android is then used to host IVI applications and provide a user interface to real-time vehicle services. This system design allows Android to leverage the timing guarantees of Quest, while securely isolating critical hardware components and memory regions.

Quest-V hosts a paravirtualized Android 8.1 (Oreo) guest, which required modification of 126 lines of kernel code. Secure shared memory communication mechanisms between Android and a separate Quest guest provide real-time I/O to CAN bus networks.

EVALUATION
We prototyped our system on an Up Squared Board, featuring an Intel Apollo Lake Pentium N4200 processor. Experiments on the Android startup time shows that our paravirtualized approach has similar performance to Vanilla Android: the Quest-V paravirtualized Android takes 23.7s to boot, while a vanilla Android takes 16.6s. The reason behind similarity of the performance is the minimal number of VMexits in the paravirtualized Android.

In a range of experiments, we also show that the Quest-V paravirtualized Android has more timing predictable I/O latency and higher I/O throughput for both synchronous and asynchronous communication. We are exploring more real-time I/O and notification capabilities, and secure communication primitives between Android and Quest for complete deployment of the interactive automotive system.
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